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Introduction
I have local traffic knowledge having lived in Unsworth Heights for over 6 years and have seen the
effects of increased traffic flows over that time and experienced where all the pinch points are in the
network. I have also used the bus services (Bus 956) and experienced the delays that the Barbados
Drive congestion has caused to these services (delays of 20 minutes), even then it goes off route.
Our house, which is quite elevated, overlooks the motorway network and we can see the stretch of
SH1 down to Greville Road including the interchange. We can also see traffic on the SH1 as it crosses
the Constellation Drive over bridge. We also can see traffic on the Albany Expressway near Greville
Rd and traffic on Paul Matthews Drive near Upper Harbour Drive and Upper Harbour Drive just west
of the Paul Matthews lights. Therefore we can see from our house traffic conditions on these
stretches of road every day.
While not an ‘expert’ in this case, I have extensive experience in the Building and Construction
Industry dating back as far as 1973 and have worked for Architectural firms and Engineering
Consulting Company Beca Carter for over 4 years. I also ran and operated my own Architectural
Practice from 1981 to 2007 where I designed residential and commercial properties, including
buildings in Bush Road. I also set out buildings for clients and did countless site surveys.
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My research and report for the Hill Park Residents Association based on Californian Standards into
highway noise wall design (before the NZTA developed their own standard in 2010) was used in a
2003 court case by the plaintiffs in Craig v’s Auckland Regional Council (ARC) which resulted in the
Environment Court Judge being very critical of the ARC’s Noise Consultant (who also consulted to
NZTA) and the Judge ordered the ARC to remove the noise barrier, which the ARC had erected beside
SH1 southbound lane adjacent to the Botanic Gardens at Manurewa within 42 days, which they did.
In that report I also said SH1 would need to be widened to 4 lanes from the then proposed SH20
interchange at Manukau down to Hill Road Southbound, but back then NZTA rejected that claim.
They are now widening that section of road to 4 lanes I note.
Recently I again completed Asset Condition Surveys of 9 venues for RFAL, an Auckland Council CCO, in
which I used the Google Maps measuring tool to measure roadways, building roofs and sports fields
etc. I found this tool to be very accurate when I referenced it against known ground measurements. I
have found it to be accurate to within 2m over 860 metres (0.2 of 1%). Any error would be relative
anyway. Previous surveyors had also used this tool.
In gathering data for this submission, I have again used the Google measuring tool to calculate road
widths and margins, along with Google Maps navigation guides, as most people (especially the
younger generation) now use their smart phones to navigate around Auckland, even on fairly short
trips.
2
Outline of Concerns
My submission relates to concerns that the traffic using the Caribbean Drive intersection from
Unsworth Heights will be subjected to longer delays, especially traffic turning right which frequently
already backs up through the roundabout at Barbados and Meadowood Drives. In my opinion I don’t
believe that the project will do anything to reduce those flows, as with the extra phases the traffic
lights will only make wait times longer, hence longer traffic queues and that the traffic modelling has
not taken into account that modern navigation tools take traffic down secondary roads to obtain the
best travelling time, even though those routes may be slightly longer. Only the construction of the
southern ramps would have any real positive impacts on this intersection.
Concerns that projected traffic outcomes won’t come to fruition because the design of the motorway
between Greville Road and Constellation Drive, while not increasing capacity south of Constellation
Drive is designed to induce traffic to divert to SH18 rather than stay on SH1, I don’t believe this will
happen to the extent predicted. The design requires traffic to do many lane changes with on and off
ramps coming in to the main traffic flows over a very short length of motorway. I think this layout
should be peer reviewed by an independent overseas traffic engineer who is has no connection
whatsoever with the NZTA, in that they won’t be worried about obtaining future work from the
NZTA. Congestion and accidents here will have major effects on NZTA’s traffic projections.
I am also concerned that a Northern Shared User Pathway (SUP) is in the wrong place on the
Northern side of SH18 and will just become another white elephant and remain largely unused like
many of the other SUP’s I see around the city. I support the Auckland City Council in its view that the
SUP should be placed on the residential side of SH18 and I do not accept the NZTA’s view that there is
not enough room, or that it will be costly to relocate should a Busway ever be built.
I also comment on the social effects of closing the Unsworth Drive access ramp from SH18.
I was also concerned about the lack of consultation with this consent, especially with Unsworth
Heights businesses and residents. Yes, there was a survey done last year by the NZTA on the
Unsworth Bridge to Omega Pl, and their decision not to proceed. But as these days most people don’t
read public notices, no one I have spoken to knew that this current consent was in progress. I only
found out because I was on NZTA’s email list as I had made a submission on design proposals. Having
said that, I don’t think many would have the time or language skills to make a submission anyway.
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My reply to the Statement of Evidence of David Gary Moore for the New Zealand Transport Agency
(Project Design)
Peter Fogarty
9.30 The submitter has the following concerns relevant to my evidence:
a The decision not to build southbound ramps, connecting SH18 and SH1: Mr Church responds to the
suggestion of providing south facing ramps;
b The SUP is being built on the “wrong side” of the motorway, and therefore will not be used: I have
discussed this issue in paragraph 9.3(a);
9.3 In table 3.1 of the submission, at 5.1.7, AC seeks modification of the proposal, or designation
conditions that would require the following Project components. I respond to each:
a A SUP on both sides of SH18, or the SUP relocated to the south side of SH18: Provision of a SUP on
both sides of SH18 would require additional land and property acquisition on the south side of SH18 at
locations including Wren Place, Metlifecare, the Z service station, and Bluebird Crescent.
While I, don’t support AC’s call for a SUP to be built on both sides of SH18, I do support the southern
option as being the most user friendly and accessible option for residents of Unsworth Heights.
Unsworth residents will not use SUP as planned, as there is only one access point for them which is
via Rook Place. If they used
that link to go to the bus
station for instance, not only
are there gradient issues, but it
is 680m longer than just using
the existing footpath along
Barbados Drive and then
Caribbean Drive.
My wife works in Saturn Pl and
parks in Rook Pl on fine days
and uses the current SUP along
Alexander Stream to Paul
Matthews Dr which is nice and
open. She said her current
route is still shorter than using
the proposed SUP and even if it
was shorter she would not use
the Northern SUP beside a
motorway anyway.
I don’t believe proper
investigation of a Southern
SUP has been carried out. From
my investigations and
measurements (see note
above) there is sufficient space
to both 2 lane SH18 west
bound with only minor
shoulder widening AND to
have a 5m wide SUP corridor
adjacent to SH18 for all the
distance from Caribbean Drive
to Albany Highway without
requiring properties at Wren,
Place, Metlifecare or the Z
Service Station, with the
exception of 92, 94 and 96
Bluebird Crescent. There is not
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space there, but a SUP could be built up the remaining part of Unsworth Drive and then along
Bluebird Crescent before it entered the reserve opposite Black Teal Close (as in my original
submission). The distance is less than 200 metres. From my measurements and calculations the
plantings on the bank by the Z service station are partly on Transit Land anyway, so all that would be
required would be a low retaining wall to get the SUP past without taking land.
An option which moved SH18 further to the north and relocated the SUP to the south side was assessed
using a multi-criteria analysis. From a design perspective, adverse effects of this option included the SUP
having to be removed/relocated in the event of SH18 being widened or a busway introduced into the
SH18 corridor.
I disagree very strongly. If ever a busway was built on the southern side of SH18, relocation of the
SUP would be the least of the expenses. A busway would require acquisition and demolition of 54
residential properties, acquisition of land from the Meadowood Community Centre site, acquisition
of land from 153 Albany Highway where multiunit houses are currently under construction. The
acquisition of land from Metlifecare and demolition of 2, possibly 3 of their villas and acquisition of
land from the Z Service Station Site which would most likely have been redeveloped by then.
There is however space for the shoulder to be used as a bus lane, as I have allowed in my design for
3.7m wide lanes and a 2m shoulder, whereas the existing motorway lanes on SH18 near Albany
Highway are only 3.5m wide, so with a 7m wide carriage way and the spare space available anyway, a
3m wide bus lane is still possible without moving a southern SUP.
If the SUP was on the northern side as proposed, then construction of an East bound bus lane on the
shoulder would require part of a Northern SUP to be narrowed.
The reconstruction of SH18 would be extended to the Albany Highway interchange to provide the space
for the SUP on a southern alignment. This would result in an increase in the duration of temporary
traffic management on SH18. An alignment on the south side would also be more expensive to construct
and maintain due to additional retaining walls, and noise barriers. Combined with significant
environmental issues for a southern alignment as
discussed in the evidence of Mr Bray, an alignment on the northern side of SH18 was preferred.
I disagree to most of that statement. Looking at the layout plan, it looks as if the existing lanes have
been shifted south to accommodate the SUP on the Northern side. On Sheet 9 the east bound
shoulder lane on SH18 has cars in it which are actually in the existing left lane. While the map overlay
has been placed to the south, the boundaries have been placed using the aerial photo, so this has
made it look as though there is up to 3 metres less room on the south side and more on the northern
side, whereas the opposite is the case. The plan as submitted is misleading in this regard.
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From my investigations and calculations there is sufficient space to both 2 lane SH18 west bound
where required with only minor shoulder widening and have a southern SUP. I don’t see the need for
the retaining wall shown on Sheet 9 which runs from The Z service station up to the start of the off
ramp. Unless this is a crash barrier. Most of the adjacent land is on the same level as the highway,
and the highway only really needs widening to two lanes from Paul Matthews up to just past
Unsworth Drive (past Unsworth Drive really only needs new road markings), so only minor cutting
and battering is required by Unsworth Drive. There is sufficient berm to batter for the extra shoulder
width where the Highways crosses Alexander Stream, as the existing SUP underpass is wide enough
(my southern SUP proposal takes the SUP through Rook Reserve and the other the reserves where
possible, so no retaining would be required to build a Southern SUP, unlike retaining required for a
northern SUP and the relocation of a cell phone site beside the east bound on ramp from Albany
Highway.
There is sufficient space on the berm between the existing barrier and the residential boundaries to
build a 5m wide SUP up beside the westbound Albany highway off ramp. Some retaining would be
required near the top end, although this could be on the edge of the actual pathway out from the
property boundaries. The existing planting would be lost, but from my research when writing the
report on the Botanic Gardens Noise wall, which involved speaking with experienced USA Noise
Barrier designers, 60m of planting is required have any effect of reducing traffic noise. Less than that
only disguises the noise, such as leaves rustling.
While I didn’t comment on the noise aspects of this project in my original submission (however Mr
Clark raised it in reply to me), because of lack of time to fully examine the consent, I would hope
noise barriers are built out of course to reduce traffic noise to adjacent residential properties on the
southern side, whether or not there is a Southern SUP, so not a SUP issue. Although if there was a
southern SUP, the noise barriers could be placed between the SUP and SH18/Paul Matthews Drive to
protect the SUP users too. The closer a noise barrier is to the noise source the better it functions. Also
this would reduce shading from a noise barrier on the back yards of the residential properties. I also
don’t see how it would increase maintenance as properly built noise barriers are virtually
maintenance free and the SUP would need to be maintained whichever side it was built on. Very little
of a Southern SUP would be within the motorway corridor with much being in parkland, so AC Parks
would mow/maintain those SUP sections.

Plan showing clearance at Wren Place for a southern SUP
As regard to maintenance, who is going to maintain a Northern SUP anyway which will be on NZTA
land within the motorway corridor? Will the 1 metre margin on either side of the 3m SUP path be
concrete, gravel, grass or plantings? If gravel, grass or plantings who will maintain those strips? Then
there are the fences and barriers to maintain.
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Plan showing clearance at Greenwich Gardens for a southern SUP
The other advantage with a Southern SUP is that from my calculations, for a northern SUP land would
need to be acquired around 237 Bush Rd for a 5m wide SUP to fit between that property and the
existing on ramp. Not to mention the properties nearer Paul Mathews Drive. There would also be
graffiti and security issues for buildings that backed onto the SUP, as many buildings only have metal
cladding to those walls. On the northern side there is also a cell phone tower to relocate.
9.4 Section 5.3.1(h) of AC’s submission seeks further information on the development and evaluation of
alternative options for the location of the SUP on the northern side of SH18, between the proposed Paul
Matthews Drive interchange and Unsworth Road. As I have noted above in paragraph 9.3(a), an option
which moved SH18 further to the north and relocated the SUP to the south side was assessed using a
multi-criteria analysis, but the alignment on the northern side of SH18 was preferred.
I agree with AC, see my comments above, as there is room for a Southern SUP there without having
to realign SH18.
c The loss of local service stations: The Z service station located at Unsworth Drive is not being removed
as part of this Project. Access to this facility is being maintained through Unsworth Drive;
d Loss of direct access of SH18 to Unsworth Drive:
While true, I don’t believe this this facility will remain financially viable or operating for very long
once the Unworth off ramp is closed as it will effectively be at the end of a cul-de-sac. Surely this
statement from the writer in 9.42 is also true for the businesses at the end of Unsworth Drive.
“Stakeholder liaison with the business owners on Paul Matthews Road has highlighted concerns around
the negative effects on the businesses if Paul Matthews Road became a cul-de-sac. Provision of the link
between Paul Matthews Road and Caribbean Drive junction would effectively create a cul-de-sac”.
I think that sums it up.
There is approximately 600 metres between the Paul Matthews Road on-ramp and the existing off-ramp
to Unsworth Drive from SH18. In this short length of motorway, vehicles will be accelerating from the
Paul Matthews Road on-ramp to merge with SH18, while vehicles wishing to use the Unsworth Drive offramp would be decelerating in preparation to negotiate the tight radius curve at the end of the ramp.
Based on the current off-ramp configuration, vehicles would need to undertake most of their
deceleration on the SH18 motorway. The speed differential between these accelerating and decelerating
vehicles would result in significant safety issues e.g. introduce a significant risk of rear-end collisions.
I never said I was opposed to the off ramp closing as I understand the reasons, I was just commenting
that this will affect the viability of those businesses located at the end of Unsworth Drive as
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mentioned above. Unfortunately the commercial area has by circumstances caused by the
construction of the Upper Harbour Motorway over the years ended up in the wrong place on
Unsworth Drive. I’m sure if they planned the subdivision today, a commercial area would not be put
there. From experience with my own mother who lived in a retirement village for 13 years, I don’t
believe the retirement village will generate much custom for those businesses, because most services
are available in the village, including transport to shopping centres.
However since you raised safety issues in regard to keeping the ramp, you have by default said that
the design of SH1 between Constellation and Greville is unsafe, given that SH1 at that section is
projected to carry nearly three times more traffic than SH16 and the on and off ramps are close.
In the proposal on SH1 between the north link ramp from SH18 and the Greville Road exit, there is
only 700 metres for cars heading north from the link ramp to accelerate from ramp control lights and
merge right from the on ramp with traffic coming from the south or Constellation Drive on ramp.
Most traffic all wishing to exit will need to decelerate and move left to exit at Greville Road.
Southbound there is still only 750 meters from where the right Greville Road on ramp right hand lane
which is also accelerating from ramp control lights merges with the left (inside) through lane from the
north until west bound link off ramp to SH18. Cars heading south or to Constellation will have to shift
right before the link ramp.
9.31 The submitter would like to see the following improvements:
a An extension of the existing T2 lane at Constellation on-ramp, extended down to the highway: I agree,
this can be achieved once the existing bus ramp into Constellation Bus Station is removed as part of the
Project;
I would like to see the word “can” replaced with “will”. I would also like to see the existing bus lane
Northbound become a Trucks/T2 lane, if possible, once the busway extension is operational.
b Two southern ramps built as part of the Project: Mr Church responds to the suggestion of providing
south facing ramps;
I agree there is no capacity at morning peaks by design, but while providing a third lane to Tristram
Ave won’t have much benefit during weekday morning peaks, at all other times of day and night
there would be travelling time and economic benefits. This section is the same width it was when the
motorway opened in 1978. A southern ramp would work just fine outside weekday morning peaks as
the traffic is entering the network now via the southern Constellation onramp, the motorway
eventually carries this traffic anyway.
No reason has been given for not building the North-bound ramp to SH18, except the NZTA prefer not
to. No traffic problems exist to preclude this ramp and it would provide very good travelling time
improvements and be cheaper to build now than in the future.
c Failing to build the above ramps, Caribbean Drive should have three right turn lanes: Widening
Caribbean Drive to provide three right turn lanes would require additional land/property acquisition.
This is unlikely to provide any significant benefit due to the length required to safely develop an
additional lane and the restricted distance between the intersection and the roundabout between
Caribbean Drive and Barbados Drive.
Yes I see three lanes off the roundabout probably won’t work, which makes it more important that
the Southern Ramps to SH1 be built as part of this project, as the project will not reduce the amount
of traffic coming through Unsworth Heights.
Stephen Broadbent (Polaris Rentals Limited)
9.40 The submitter opposes the Project unless it provides for west (SH18) access to South (SH1). As I
have described above, the design of the interchange between SH1 and SH18 has been developed with all
four ramps considered. The south facing ramps were then removed from the design, ensuring future
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compatibility with the north facing ramps constructed as part of the NCI project. This is further
addressed by Mr Church.
I agree with Mr Broadbent. Sorry to repeat myself, but these ramps should be part of the project.
There is no reason given by Mr Church as to why the Westbound Ramp from SH1 to SH18 cannot be
built, except that NZTA have decided to leave it out of the project objectives. The argument there is
no capacity southbound at morning peaks to warrant the Southbound ramp to SH1 does not hold
water because the traffic is going to end up there eventually anyway. Better they queue at ramp
lights on the flyover from SH18 than clog Constellation Drive before they queue at the Constellation
Southbound on ramp (30 minutes average currently in peak hour). For the other 21 hours of the day
they will have a relatively free flow onto SH1.
As these ramps have been designed, then removed from the design, I would like to see the design of
these ramps and their elevations included in this consent, as the design of the northern ramps may
impact on them. For example the Southern ramp from SH18 to SH1 will need to be very high as it
needs to be stacked over the North facing ramp from SH1 to SH18 then pass over SH1 which is
climbing before it can drop back down to SH1 by the Sunset Road bridge. For example it may be
better if the northern ramp from SH1 to SH18 went under SH1 (similar to the SH20 design at
Manukau) as then the southern ramp would not have to clear it first. It will be too late to complain
about that when and if the Southern ramps need consent. A high flyover will be a visual blot on the
landscape as many properties look over that interchange from the surrounding elevated suburbs.
4
My Reply to Statement of evidence of Ian David Clark for the New Zealand Transport Agency
(Transportation - General overview)
Existing Traffic Conditions
7.2 Key points to note, in terms of traffic congestion, are as follows:
a The section of SH1 between Tristram Avenue and Oteha Valley Road including associated
interchanges, currently experiences high levels of congestion, resulting in delays and unreliable journey
times;
True, then why not fix the issues on SH1 south of Constellation that cause this congestion?
b Congestion along SH1 on weekdays is currently predominantly “tidal”, i.e. southbound in the morning
peak and northbound in the evening peak;
Southbound congestion is not ‘tidal’. More in than out I would say. Yes in the morning peak from
6am until roughly just after 9am traffic crawls weekdays (except some Fridays) from McClymonts Rd
south. Southbound congestion from just north of Greville Road through to Tristram Ave can run right
through the day now through until the evening peak and now on Saturdays and Sundays, anytime of
day.

Photo taken 2.23pm, Sat 13 May 2017 –Traffic almost at a standstill.
As observed on the weekend of 13 & 14th May 2017 from my house. Traffic consisted of mainly cars
with very few heavy vehicles, so you would expect that the two southbound lanes could cope with
the Theoretical Maximum Saturation Flow Rate (TMSFR) of about 1818 cars/lane/hour at legal
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following distances (figures calculated using applied mathematics at 100kph (no trucks, no trailers, no
lane changing factoring). Traffic started backing up southbound in both lanes before Greville Rd at
10am on the Saturday and appear to be going at only about 10kph, taking about 35 seconds to travel
100metres, so the absolute max TMSFR would drop to about 1000 cars/lane/hr. It didn’t start flow
freely again until about 6.15pm.

Photo taken 5.45pm, Sat 13 May 2017 – Traffic still flowing very slowly as lights were hardly moving.
On the Sunday it started backing up at 10am again and was still backed up at 3.30pm when I drove
north through that section of motorway. I had seen the congestion all day backing up over the hill
toward McClymonts Rd, so I was expecting to see huge congestion at Greville Road backed up
through the roundabout, but was surprised to see only 11 cars queuing at the ramp lights and 3
others nearly stationery at the end of the merging lane as they tried to merge into the southbound
lanes. After the merge both traffic in both lanes southbound thinned a bit, but as observed on other
occasions it was backing up again at Constellation Interchange.
So as few as about a dozen cars entering the motorway system at a time can bring it to a crawl. As Mr
Clark pointed out southbound congestion is also caused by the bottleneck from the Constellation
overbridge through to Tristram Avenue which is still only 2 lanes. Adding more lanes north of
Constellation may ease the Greville congestion, but will do very little to ease congestion from
Constellation to Greville. Traffic congestion north of Constellation southbound will continue to occur
any time of day, weekdays and weekends. It is true weekday morning peak backs up initially because
of the Esmond Road Traffic, but that is not normally a factor after the morning peak period ends
week days. So as well as widening Greville to the Sh18 western off ramp to 4 lanes, Constellation to
Tristram should be made at least 3 lanes so traffic will not block access to the Constellation off ramp.
I also noted Northern Express buses were using the left exit only lane to exit and Greville and re-enter
the motorway using the southbound T2 Lane (which they do at morning peak time. I have also
noticed more cars doing this too. But the point being that for those motorists who want to go west
on SH18 it is very easy to exit at Oteha Valley Rd or even Greville and miss the congestion, but very
few do so most suggesting most are wanting to stay on SH1 south.
c Southbound congestion in the weekday morning peak is primarily a result of bottlenecks to the south
of the Project area. While predominantly a morning peak issue, southbound congestion through the
Upper Harbour Interchange also occurs during the inter peak and evening peak periods, at the merges
at the Greville Road and Upper Harbour southbound on ramps;
This project does nothing to fix that and as stated above congestion now can occur anytime.
d The ultimate southbound bottleneck is the SH1/Esmonde Road interchange, where a busy on ramp
joins three already full through lanes. Slow moving traffic regularly extends back through the Greville
Road interchange, and often back to McClymonts Road or Oteha Valley Road, during the morning peak
period;
See comments above.
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e Northbound flow breaks down during the weekday evening peak due to the reduction from three to
two traffic lanes on SH1 within the Upper Harbour Interchange;
True, but the proposed extra northbound lane over Constellation will have merging traffic from the
northbound Constellation on ramp, which could negate the addition of this lane. Currently the on
ramp traffic has the slip lane to use all the way to Greville to undertake the merge. Quite a lot of
traffic just uses the slip lane and does not need to merge. Building the west-bound off ramp from SH1
to SH18would also ease congestion and speed up westbound travel times.
Westbound traffic which currently has a free turn at Upper Harbour off ramp will now have to wait at
lights at Constellation (I realise an extra left turn lane is being added, hence it can’t be a free turn).
Current traffic then has lights again at Caribbean Drive where currently westbound traffic has to wait
for a maximum of 2 phases but after that they have no more lights to contend with although are
squeezed into one lane until Unsworth Drive. Apart from the proposal having a more phases to wait
for before having to essentially do a right turn to access the westbound on ramp at Caribbean,
evening peak traffic will also have to queue at the westbound SH18 onramp lights (if ramp flow
figures are to be believed), so evening peak travelling times will most likely increase for all
westbound traffic from both Constellation Drive and SH1.
f Congestion occurs at weekends, mainly on SH1 between the Upper Harbour and Greville Road
Interchanges, in both directions. In the southbound direction, the bottleneck relates to the two lane
section of SH1 from the Greville Interchange on ramp through to the Tristram Avenue Interchange off
ramp. In the northbound direction, congestion is known to occur from time to time at the three to two
lane merge within the Upper Harbour Interchange;
So you agree the flows are not tidal. Again bottleneck this should be fixed before adding more lanes
to the north. It will just end up like the Manukau SH20 interchange southbound.
g For the SH18 corridor, between Albany Highway and Constellation Drive, there is currently inherent
conflict between ‘through-traffic’ and ‘local access’ traffic. There are four sets of traffic signals that
restrict strategic traffic flow travelling between the SH18 and SH1 motorways, two of which provide
local access; and
These lights are normally synchronised so traffic has a continuous flow. Eastbound from North
Harbour Industrial Area to SH1 Northbound now has effectively only one set of lights at Caribbean
where there is only a wait for right turn traffic out of Caribbean Drive and a free turn onto the
northbound on-ramp. Under the proposal there will still be this set of lights, but with more phases to
wait for, so travelling times will likely increase.
Eastbound to Constellation Drive there is currently only 3 sets of lights as there is a free turn out of
Paul Matthews, again these lights are normally synchronised. There will still be 3 sets of lights but as
pointed out above probably longer wait times at Caribbean because of more phases.
SH18 Eastbound to SH1 south, will still have still 3 sets of lights (can’t have a free left turn from the
off ramp) and probable increased wait times at Caribbean Drive because of the increase in phases
plus the ramp lights. Single occupant morning peak car travellers can expect wait times of 30 minutes
at these ramp lights (unless they are cheeky enough to use the T2, (which I have noticed an increasing
number doing as it doesn’t seem to be enforced).
h Congestion along the SHs affects the local arterial network. In particular, there are limited routes into
and out of the North Harbour Industrial Area, and congestion affects the accessibility of this area.
And also Unsworth Heights and other suburbs. On Tuesday 21st Feb 2017 I queued from 8am for
1hour 20mins on local roads before getting onto the motorway at Tristam Ave, as ALL arterials and
local roads leading to this southern on ramp were grid locked. That morning must have cost Auckland
businesses millions as not only could motorway users not get to the motorway, workers in businesses
on those side roads couldn’t get to their places of work. My wait time was charged to my client. Once
on the motorway I got to my destination (Western Springs) in 20 minutes but still 40 minutes late for
a 9am meeting. It appears NZTA were overly restricting access to the motorway that day by having
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longer than necessary ramp light phases in my opinion. Interestingly the next morning I got on the
motorway in less than 15 minutes from home via the same back roads.
The submission of Mr Fogarty (Submission 126267) also refers to issues at the Constellation
Interchange. Again, Mr Church addresses some of the issues raised, but I note the following:
a Mr Fogarty claims that the only times he sees what he terms "slight congestion" on SH18 is in the
mornings, as eastbound traffic encounters the lights at Paul Matthews Drive. I am surprised at his
assertion that traffic moves quite smoothly. This is inconsistent with my observations regarding
eastbound congestion, both during the morning and afternoon peak periods. During the afternoon peak
in particular, I have regularly observed congestion from west of the Paul Matthews Road intersection
through to the SH1/SH18 Constellation/Upper Harbour interchange (as noted above, in my response to
Mr Broadbent, who refers to quite severe congestion).
I have never encountered traffic that is stationery for more than 1 phase on Upper Harbour Highway
(except for accidents), sure it is held up at the lights, but clears with each light change. Paul
Matthews traffic currently has a free left turn although that lane is too short.
In fact Google still says SH18 is the best route to SH1 northbound even at 7:24am and shows only
patchy congestion and very little delay. I wouldn’t call the traffic a jam like you see with the stop start
traffic SH1 from McClymonts. The peak west of Caribbean is relatively short too compared with SH1
with heavier traffic just west of Albany Highway and then again at the Paul Matthews lights, but it
flows. A longer left turn lane there would help.

Map showing best route SH18 to SH1 north at 7.24am on Thursday 11 May 2017
There is congestion caused on Constellation Drive westward (by Farro) from traffic trying to enter
SH1 southbound any time of day now, as it blocks the left through lane (2nd lane), causing late lane
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changes to the middle and far right lane. For people not familiar with the road layout the far right
lane is marked as a through lane by Farro but becomes a right turn motorway only lane under SH1
over bridge. Here I have seen some very close calls with late lane changing. This project will not
address that except for the removal of Northern Express buses from the mix. Suburban buses will still
use that stretch of road. The lane narrowing under SH1 westbound will also slow traffic more and
that narrowing is dangerous in my opinion. As mention elsewhere, barriers will be needed to protect
SUP users.
I regularly travel at afternoon peak times (5.00pm) from North Harbour to Unsworth Heights and
there is always congestion on Paul Matthews Drive which backs up to Bush Road. However much of
that traffic wants to turn right at the traffic lights onto SH18 Westbound but the phase is quite short
but now traffic forms a second lane on the flush medium from where the medium starts just past the
exit from Rosedale Park (after the right turn lane), this allows eastbound traffic a relatively quick
travel time on the inside lane up to SH18 where it has a free turn and then a long merge lane. Once
through that free turn, while congestion occurs, eastbound traffic still flows smoothly and relatively
quickly subject to the traffic light phase at Caribbean Drive. However under the proposed design all
that traffic, (east & westbound) will have to travel through the Caribbean Intersection with SH18
which will have at best, twice the number of phases from the present that traffic will have to wait
for. Note also all traffic wanting to use SH1 north and south will still have to use the existing on
ramps, so take this route too. My only conclusion from this is that travel times for traffic trying to get
out or North Harbour Industrial estate via Paul Matthews Rd will increase, not decrease.
At peak hour most traffic SH1 traffic is heading to the Southern North Shore, the CBD, New Market,
Penrose, Ellerslie, Mt Wellington or East Tamaki. I also don’t believe that those motorists will be
induced into risking taking SH18 which requires travelling 13km to Westgate only to end up 7km
further from their destination, then face queues of up to 20km on SH16, which will add
approximately 20km to their journey distance (from Constellation Interchange). By the time the
project is completed SH16 will be at capacity with the new housing being built in the north west such
as Kumeu.
Heavy Vehicles paying RUC’s will not be induced to travel 20km unnecessarily. They may try it once or
twice, but I think it will prove to take longer than using the harbour bridge, so they will revert to SH1.
Currently those peak hour west-bound travellers have the option of exiting SH1 at Oteha Valley and it
is a relatively quick 7km along Albany Highway to the Albany onramp westbound, so I expect most of
that traffic queuing from McClymonts on SH1 still prefers to risk only 11kms of congestion on SH1
until the traffic clears just south of Esmond Road, rather than travelling an extra 20 km and risking a
20Km queue on SH16 from Westgate.
It’s a pity the Waterview Connection is delayed as I hoped to be able to comment on traffic effects
from it, as talking to professional drivers who are driving around Auckland all day, none think it will
make much difference as the system is clogged to the south. They all predict the Waterview
Connection will just add to the congestion further south and don’t want to risk getting caught in a
traffic jam in a 3km tunnel.
b Mr Fogarty expresses concerns about the improvements being claimed at the Constellation
Interchange and along Upper Harbour Highway. This is in part due to his understanding that only a
small percentage of traffic will use the new links between SH1 north and SH18. In fact, as noted in Table
6 above, the forecast flows predicted to use the new links are 20,700 vehicles/day on the SH18 to SH1
(north) link, and 23,500 on the SH1 (north) to SH18 link, in 2031, with the Project completed. Some of
this is induced traffic (as noted in the response to Mr Willmott), but the removal of these levels of flow
from the Interchange will allow the traffic signals to be optimised, with greater time able to be allocated
to the other movements.
I don’t think you can claim there are any improvements to the intersection. It’s going from a simple T
intersection to a complicated crossroads. I think the predictions in Tables are just that, predictions.
After all NZTA staff could even predict travel times to get to a 10:30am Pre Conference meeting at
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QBE stadium. Once you start analysing the tables large holes start to appear. The flows for various
roads seems to be very selective with large gaps. Most of the predictions are away from the
motorway past side roads, so it is impossible to determine anything from the predictions. No actual
ramp vehicle numbers are given so as a true comparison can be made. It leaves me wondering if any
traffic flows that didn’t support the NZTA’s project were not included.
The vehicles heading from south on SH1 already had the option of using SH16 westbound before the
congestion starts, but seem to prefer to stay on SH1 with its congestion rather than switch to SH16 or
they are going to southern North Shore suburbs. I do not believe the new project will induce as much
traffic as predicted travelling south on SH1 to use SH18, nor alter the preferences for traffic from the
East Coast Bays.

Map showing travelling times from SH1 just north of the Oteha Valley Rd southbound off ramp to
SH1 just west of Albany Highways at 7:30am Thurs 11 May 2017.
Note: Centre route exits at Greville Road then uses Tawa Drive , Rosedale Rd and then Bush Road to
Albany Highway then SH18.
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Below Diagrammatic of NZTA Predicted flows with the project, North is at the top.

I very much doubt that in 2031 66% of all SH18 traffic will either be coming from of going to SH1
north. I have counted traffic going from SH18 to SH1 and on average about 1 in 10 to 1 in 8 take the
northbound on ramp. An increase to 66% is not credible. Most vehicles continue through to
Constellation or the SH1 southern onramp to SH1, an increasing number also use Caribbean Drive. I
do wonder too if Greville Rd could cope with the predicted net 60,600 (161,000-100,400) vehicles
using the exiting/accessing the southern ramps. There will be in addition or subtraction to that the
difference between the northern ramp flows to/from SH1. That’s a lot accelerating and decelerating
combined with a lot of lane shifting on SH1 in a very short distance, so will this section of motorway
be subjected to an 80kph speed restriction such as exists from the Harbour Bridge to just south of the
New Market Viaduct . The old viaduct had a 100kph speed limit, on the new wider viaduct it is 80kph.
From Table 6 adding total Northbound SH18 to Sh1 link ramps
2031 Total Ramp Traffic to /from SH18 to SH1 North 44200 or just over 66% of all traffic using SH18
between Albany Highway and the Paul Matthews will be heading north.
See the Annexure at the end of this document for local route maps which show the traffic flows for
the suburban streets don’t reflect the quickest routes, that both Google Maps and own local
experience say are best options. With respect I think NZTA’s predictions in Tables 2 and 6 are wrong,
whether because wrong data has been imputed or they have been slanted in favour of the project.
Regarding the link ramp figures: Let’s look at it another way, 20,700 equals 862.5 vehicles/hour if
evenly spread over 24 hrs, or 14.4 vehicles/minute. Therefore if ramp lights were set at 10 second
intervals (greater than the current setting on Constellation/SH1 southbound which averages about 13
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seconds) , that would allow 6 vehicles/lane/minute or 12 vehicles total/minute to enter SH1 from the
link ramp or 17,280 per day, a capacity shortfall of 3420 vehicles/day. As most of that traffic is
compressed into peak hours it’s not hard to see peak hour backlogs on SH16 would occur thus making
predicted travelling time savings a farce. Again that involves a lot of lane changing in a very short
distance.
This also addresses Mr Church’s statement on the Caribbean Drive Intersection as it relevant here.
Mr Church’s figures (His Table 1) only show a 12% reduction in traffic flows for 2031 with/without the
project through the intersection.
2031 Predicted Total Intersection Volumes: Caribbean Drive/Upper Harbour Highway Morning Peak
Hour Inter-peak Hour Evening Peak Hour without the Project 5,050 4,380 5,300 with the Project 4,280
(-770) 3,420 (-960) 4,700 (-600)
It’s unfortunate that again NZTA have not given actual traffic counts for the intersection (which they
must have) so a true comparison can be made rather than just based on opinions and predictions. I
have to wonder if giving those figures prove my argument or why else would they not list them. The
intersection backs up now regularly past the roundabout, sometimes up Caribbean as far as
Devonshire and along Barbados as far as Grenadine, so how does doubling the number of phases
improve that? Barbados Drive is worst road affected because all traffic is confined to one lane at the
roundabout, so if the right turn lane is full, traffic wanting that lane cannot precede into the
roundabout. When the lane does clear, traffic from Meadowood, then Caribbean has right of way on
the roundabout, so unless the driver is pushy, Barbados traffic does not move. Straight through
traffic often drives down the wrong side of the road to get through the roundabout.
Another factor I believe is that you can’t make the assumption all that traffic already uses SH1 to get
to SH18 or vice versa. As pointed out before, Albany Highway and Route 29 is a current viable
alternative rather than risking getting held up between Constellation and Oteha Valley both during
morning and evening peaks and in weekends. So it will be Albany Highway that sees the reduction if
SH1 jams reduce. That traffic currently does not travel through the Caribbean intersection anyway.
Also as per my map the project does nothing to alter the quickest travelling routes from Wairau
Valley, Glenfield, Sunnynook or the middle East Coast Bays. That traffic will still continue to use
Sunset and Target Roads and ultimately Caribbean Drive, so I don’t see traffic number dropping.
Another Example from Table 1:
Unsworth Drive (north of Albany Highway) 5,700 (2015 base) 7,200 (2031 case) +1,500 (Difference)
Unsworth Drive (south of Barbados Drive) 3,300 (2015 base) 3,200 (2031 case) -100 (Difference)
As described in the Table these are actually the same stretch of Unsworth Drive (see map previous
pages) between Albany Highway to the South and Barbados Drive to the North.
Table 2 also shows that at Greville Rd with the project a predicted net 60,600 vehicles daily entering
or leaving SH1 (subtracting SH1 flow north of Greville from flow south of Greville) at Greville Road
from the south. Actual ramp movements will be more but the NZTA has not given those figures. As
explained before most of that traffic will have to shift several lanes in quite a short distance because
of the new link ramps to SH16. I also wonder how Greville Road will cope as with current loads it
struggles most days.
Examples of Unsworth Heights used as a shortcut: See Annexure for maps.
I ran several East Coast Bays locations from Mairangi Bay down to Caster Bay through Google Maps
navigation system. I did this at 8pm at night to give advantage to the motorway network and
Constellation Drive, as there was no congestion at that time on those routes. There was however
congestion indicated on Caribbean at the lights with SH18. However, in every case Google still
suggested that travelling through Unsworth Heights via Meadowood Drive/Sunset Road was the
best/quickest route in all cases. Even though Constellation seemed to be about the same travelling
time and was shorter, Google still selected going through Unsworth Heights as the best/quickest
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option. This is probably because there are fewer traffic lights via Unsworth Heights in the best
options. From experience I find Google assumes that you will get most lights green, which is often not
the case. Note: Google selected Meadowood Drive so avoided the south end of Caribbean Drive
which is often congested and Meadowood has right of way over Caribbean at the roundabout.
This leads me to wonder then that if NZTA’s predictions about use of the Western Ring Route are
accurate, how then will the project somehow make it better for Google to revise the best route
options? Once completed the project does nothing to improve travelling times to/from SH18 from
those East Coast Bays suburbs. In fact the dangerous narrowing of lanes under the Constellation SH1
overbridge which will cause more westbound congestion (it’s a known fact that narrowing lanes slow
traffic) not to mention the increase likely hood of accidents (I have witnessed several close calls
recently) as the right turn from SH1 south off ramp into Upper Harbour Highway is already tight for
heavy vehicles. (I drive one). Protection of pedestrians and cyclists will also be needed under this
bridge with narrower lanes there is less room to take evasive action if needed.
The other consideration is that like the Waterview Connection, ramp lights will be necessary. NZTA
has not factored these in at all. There WILL be ramp lights west bound to enter SH18 after the
Caribbean Lights from Paul Matthews Drive, which will probably counteract any afternoon peak
travelling time improvements westbound.
Ramp Lights will also be required on the ramp from SH18 to SH1 northbound, as there will still be
congestion on SH1 in afternoon peak hours Northbound with Greville Road traffic having to cross
over to the left lane, so congestion especially from nose to tails.
I also notice the effective slip lane northbound between Upper Harbour and Greville Road will be
lost. At the moment traffic just going just the one interchange does not need to merge right. Now
traffic will have to shift left over a very short distance across the two link ramp traffic lanes that will
be trying to accelerate. Again another recipe for nose to tails and side swipes.
Mr Fogarty's next concern relates to the lack of widening of SH1, south of Constellation Interchange.
While this is the case, the Project is predicted to encourage a switch in the routing of some vehicles,
from SH1 (and the Auckland Harbour Bridge) to SH18 (via the Upper Harbour Bridge and the Western
Ring Route).
The previous examples show why many travellers won’t be advantaged by the project. As said
before, many SH1 vehicles will not be induced to switch to SH18. They have a fairly quick option now
from/to Oteha Valley interchange via Albany Highway if they wish to use SH18 and avoid SH1
between Upper Harbour and Oteha Valley Road or Greville Drive.
d Mr Fogarty also expressed concerns at the operation of the proposed SH18/Paul Matthews
Road/Caribbean Drive intersection26. I accept his point that a signalised T intersection operates with
less phases than a signalised crossroads, but I respectfully suggest that his analysis refers to lightly
trafficked movements (e.g. between Paul Matthews Road and Unsworth Drive) and it does not
acknowledge that traffic from SH18 to SH1 (in both directions) will be removed from the intersection.
In both direction is only true if you build the southern ramps too.
The net impacts of the Project on each of the four movements of concern to Mr Fogarty are considered
further in the evidence of Mr Church.
I’m repeating myself again, bit it goes without saying that waiting for two light phases, as is the
present situation, when turning right out of Caribbean Drive onto SH18 involves a shorter wait time
that the proposed new traffic phasing that will have right turn traffic wait for at least 4 light phases.
Even with only light congestion wait times will increase and therefore the queues will reach the
roundabout at Barbados Drive more often, as the extra right turn lane which holds only 4 cars will be
ineffective once the main right turn Lane backs up. The other choice motorists will have would be to
make an illegal right turn from the lane that feeds onto SH18 westbound. Overflows caused by the
undisclosed westbound ramp lights could also block the intersection.
I don’t agree with Mr Church that Traffic will decrease on Caribbean Drive due to this project. That is
just not possible given travelling through Unsworth Heights is the best route from many suburbs.
Traffic from Wairau Valley already backs up on Target Road trying to get into Caribbean Drive.
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The Google examples show that traffic from East Coast bays and Wairau Valley will use Lower
Caribbean as a shortcut to SH1 northbound or SH18 Westbound and vice versa. I have been using
those shortcuts for years, so it’s no wonder Google Maps have also realised that is those fastest
routes.
Traffic light example: I was in a queue at the Caribbean intersection on the Sat 29th April around
midday. I was about ¾ of the way back to the Barbados roundabout. I waited 20 seconds in the
queue for the right turn light to turn green before the queue started to move. By the time I got to the
lights they had turned red so I had to wait for the next phase (only 2 phases, straight through for
Upper Harbour Highway (UHHW) traffic and right turn traffic from UHHW west into Caribbean. Traffic
was actually quite light on UHHW yet it was took 120 seconds from the red light to the green light for
my right turn for those two phases to complete. In all, from when I queued until I started the right
turn was 2 minutes. So I don’t know how that stacks up with Mr Church’s LOS D in light traffic
conditions? Had I had to wait for 4 phases as per Mr Church’s diagrams queues would have been back
through the roundabout (in light traffic).
5
My Reply to the Statement of Evidence of Terry Phillip Church for the New Zealand Transport Agency
(Transportation Design)
I don’t believe M Church has said much new from that of Mr Clark, so see also my comments to Mr
Clark.
Mr Church does however confirm in Figure 1: Paul Matthews Road/Caribbean Drive Intersection
phasing, that Caribbean Drive vehicles will now have to wait for 4 light phases, whereas currently
they only have to wait for 2 phases. Even in weekend traffic can back up past the roundabout.

Barbados Drive queuing Saturday 13 May 2017 at 5.15pm - medium flows on Upper Harbour H/W
I also think the Scope of the Project should be changed (as it already has been to allow for the
busway) to include SH1/SH18 links in all directions, or the SH18 upgrade should not be done at all.
See my summary.
6
My Reply to Statement of evidence of Aimee Frances Brock for the New Zealand Transport Agency
(Consultation)
I stand by my original submission that Consultation and notification of this Resource Consent
Application has not been sufficient.
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Many of my neighbours didn’t know this project had advanced to the Consent Stage, they still
thought NZTA were still consulting on the Unsworth Bridge Connection to Omega Place.
At the Pre-Hearing Conference NZTA said they had consulted personally with most of those effected,
but on talking to some local businesses in Unsworth Heights who will be affected by the Unsworth
Ramp closure, they had no idea about the project and thought I was asking about a petition residents
around Bluebird Crescent had organised some time ago to get a bridge build over to Omega Place.
I thought my neighbours were apathetic, but to be honest most are too busy running their businesses
or working and raising families without having the added pressure of reading public notices and
making submissions, which I can attest to being quite a stressful and time consuming process which
would not be possible if I was working full time and had technical knowledge and English was not my
first language. On several occasions I have considered that this is not worth the effort and stress.
Knowing the work involved now I would not recommend that an individual make a submission.
7
My Reply to the Statement of evidence of Louise Strogen for the New Zealand Transport Agency
(Social impact)
5.4 The potential negative construction effects consist of impacts on individuals and businesses who will
be displaced by the Project through property acquisition or those who may experience temporary
disruption from construction activity. In addition, residents and businesses within the Unsworth Heights
area will also be affected by new access arrangements.
12.11 The AC submission (submission 126345), while not specifically identifying social effects as an area
of concern, has flagged a number of matters which are relevant to social aspects of the Project. Both Mr
Moore and
Mr Hughes’ evidence in chief. Paragraphs 7.24-7.25 of Mr Greenaway’s evidence in chief. Condition
SPC.3 of the resource consent conditions attached as Annexure A of Mr McGahan’s evidence. Section 7
of Mr Moore’s evidence in chief.
Mr Scholfield37 consider the issue of the chosen alignment of the SUP on SH18. In paragraph 5.1.7 of its
submission, AC has questioned the northern route of the proposed SUP on SH18 between Albany
Highway and Paul Matthews Road, indicating a preference for a full southern alignment to serve the
Unsworth Heights community.
I also questioned the Northern SUP location.
12.12 Currently, there is no direct east-west pedestrian/cycle connectivity, it is achieved by way of a
circuitous use of local roads and paths. North-south connectivity is restricted to the underpass at
Alexandra Stream/Rook Reserve. When the Project is in place, with the North/South switch, the local
community consisting of both the residential population and the business community will have the
opportunity to access the SUP at Albany Highway, the Alexandra Stream/Rook Reserve underpass ramp,
the Paul Matthews Road/Caribbean Drive connection and the maintained Cabello Place connection. This
does provide for enhanced active transport for Unsworth Heights community and better social
connectivity to services on the northern side of SH18 (e.g. schools) over and above the current situation.
A Northern SUP will be of little use to Unsworth Heights residents and as you say the only access to
the Northern SUP will be via Rook Place and the existing underpass at Alexander Stream, however
that route to the Constellation Bus Station is 680 metres longer (see plan page 3) than using the
existing pedestrian paths in Unsworth Heights and will have grades, especially the connecting ramp
and the Paul Matthews over bridge. The path along by Caribbean and Cabello Place will be on the
southern side anyway. Any businesses that are worth accessing in North Harbour already have access
from Unsworth Heights via the existing Unsworth SUP to Omega Street and Paul Matthews Drive.
There is nothing at Albany Highway end that warrants walking or cycling to and there will be no
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access to the SUP for businesses anyway, as they will be fenced off from it for security reasons.
Visually the northern SUP will look like a cattle race, much of it will be shaded in winter by the
industrial buildings immediately on the north side of it, so there will be nothing attracting people to
want to use it as it will be beside a motorway. A southern SUP on the other hand wouldn’t need
fencing off in most places and would be accessible to many more people and may actually be used. It
would not be shaded if any noise wall was acrylic.
14.4 In my opinion, with the implementation of the proposed mitigation measures required by the
conditions of consent, on balance the social effects of the Project will be positive.
I cannot agree with that statement. The so called travelling time improvements (and travelling time
increases for many) on the SH18 part of the project do not outweigh the negative social effects on the
North Harbour businesses and industries, North Harbour Hockey and Unsworth Heights businesses
and residents.
 North Harbour Hockey loose an entire playing field and a future playing field.
 The Caltex Service Station is lost.
 Carl Juniors is lost.
 The entire block of commercial premises at the North Harbour Business Centre is lost.
 Loss of reserve land.
 Unsworth Heights residents loose an entry point at Unsworth Drive from SH18.
 The Medical Centre has already taken the opportunity to relocate before works begin.
 Z Service Station will effectively be at the end of a cul-de-sac and unlikely to be viable.
 Ramp closure will affect viability of businesses at bottom of Unsworth Drive.
 Many residents will be subjected to more traffic noise, especially from an elevated
overbridge. NZTA don’t seem to have planned any mitigation.
 Visual impacts of the flyover that will be visible from many parts of elevated surrounding
elevated suburbs, Unsworth Heights, Pinehill, Sunset Rd, Rosedale etc.
 Probable congestion increases at Caribbean Drive and in Barbados Drive.
 Longer travelling distances from North Harbour into Unsworth Heights.
 Longer travelling distances for westward SH18 traffic to/from Southern North Harbour.
8
Summary/Conclusion
 As the NZTA seem to be making excuses as to why the SH1/SH18 link cannot be built in its
entirety, then the Board of Enquiry should decline the SH18 part of this project.
 I think the southern ramps should be shown so as the public can have comment on them. The
SH18 to SH1 ramp southbound will be stacked over the SH1 to SH18 westbound ramp so
could be very high and visible from all the surrounding elevated suburbs. Possibly the
westbound ramp should be an underpass. It will be too late to have input later.
 I think the negative aspects of the SH18 link outweigh the benefits and that the SH18 link
northbound only is a ‘Vanity Project’ with little thought given to the social effects on the
Southern North Harbour Industrial area and Unsworth Heights community.
 Given the cost to benefit ratio, I don’t believe this part of the project adds up. I believe the
traffic predictions have been weighted in favour of the project. I know traffic movement we
undertake will take longer. I believe less traffic than predicted will be induced onto SH18.
 It does not complete the Western Ring Route without the southern ramps at SH1 Interchange
or northern ramps at SH16 Interchange being built.
 With a projected 60,000 plus vehicles per day using the southern ramps at Greville Road and
a combined 65,000 using the northern link ramps to from SH18 and on/off ramps at
Constellation Drive, that’s equates to a possible 125,000 lane change movements per day in
the very short distance between ramps on SH1. This is in addition to the 100,000 vehicles per
day coming from the south and north between Constellation Drive and Greville Road. If it’s
too dangerous on SH18 with only 68,300 vehicles per day (D Moore 9.4/d) how can it be OK
on SH1 with much higher traffic volumes?
 Northern on and off ramps at Constellation Interchange enter and leave the motorway at
congestion points and face lane changes.
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Project Design should be peer reviewed by independent overseas traffic engineers, as I don’t
think a design that requires so much lane changing in a short space on SH1 would meet
international highway standards.
I fear the SH1/SH16 interchange if built as planned will end up like the Manuaku Interchange
which over the years has cost people and businesses billions of dollars each year in increased
cost associated with increased travelling times.
Will Upper North Shore residents have to rent in the city weekdays as I know some people
who live at Karaka now have been forced to do?
There is room for a southern SUP using the existing berm, reserves and local roads to get past
the Bluebird Crescent restrictions behind the 3 properties.
The Z ramp and Unsworth Rd ramps would still need to close for safety reasons if SH18 was
just upgraded to two lanes, but a southern SUP would help mitigate the social effects.
I believe the NZTA predictions have underestimated the amount of traffic that will be
generated north of Greville Road by new residential and commercial developments at
Fairview Heights, Albany Central, Long Bay, Okura, Orewa, Millwater, Silverdale and the
future Penlink from Whangaparaoa to Redvale.
If the project is approved a condition of the consent should be that the NZTA mitigate
motorway noise from the adjacent residential properties.
If project approved a condition of consent should be that two full right turn lanes be provided
at Caribbean Drive. This may require that the roundabout be converted to traffic lights.
That it be a condition of consent a southern SUP is built rather than a northern SUP.
I believe SH1 between Constellation Interchange to just past the Greville Road Interchange
will have an 80kph speed limit to help it cope with the required lane changes in both
directions, including the link ramps, which will reduce capacity and time saving predictions.
If the NZTA are serious about a ‘Busway’ on the Southern side of SH18 then they should seek
designation for that route as part of this consent so affected property owners can be advised.
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Alternatives:

As an alternative I would like the NZTA seek Government approval to secure future route
designation for a 17km SH16 to SH1 arterial road from just north of Westgate, across
Rangitopuni Creek near James Paige Lane south of Riverhead , then running north east just
south of Coatesville, through one of two valleys to Dairy Flat, then north of the North Shore
Airfield to link up with SH1 at Redvale at an integrated junction with the planned Penlink
connection from Whangaparaoa. That junction would be about 23km from the CBD. This
Coatsville route would make travel about 7km shorter to Westgate than going via the
Constellation Interchange. This would move the ring route farther north, as by world
standards having a ring route within 13km of a CBD is very close. Even the Manukau
interchange at Wiri is 21km from the CBD and does not function well in evening peaks. It was
planned over 60 years ago when Wiri was just a paddock and the end of the then Southern
Motorway, which opened in 1955, as did SH16. They city has spread south since then.

There is room to upgrade the 500 metre westbound single lane section of SH18 to dual lanes
between Paul Matthews Drive to just past and Unsworth Drive with only minor shoulder
widening required from Paul Matthews to the Z Service Station ramp, as the existing tarmac
is wide enough to accept two lanes. Extension of free left turn lane into Paul Mathews Drive
would allow more vehicles to use the free left turn without getting hindered by straight
through traffic. As there would be no net increase in stormwater runoff (after the removal of
the Z and Unsworth ramps), possibly no settlement pond would be required in Rook Reserve.
 Unless done properly with full north south ramps in all directions between SH18 and SH1,
then SH18 from SH1 to Albany highway should remain just an arterial across town connection
only, not a full motorway, thus the widening does not need to meet motorway engineering
standards. It would not even need fencing off.
 A bridge could built from the end of William Pickering Drive to Bluebird Crescent via the
reserve (height restriction to stop heavy vehicles) without the need to take any private land.
William Pickering connected to Upper Harbour Drive before the motorway was built anyway.
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Annexures:
Maps showing that best/quickest route from adjacent East Coast Bays suburbs to SH18 is through
Unsworth Heights and use Caribbean Drive Intersection with SH18 and avoid Constellation Drive:

Campbell’s Bay to SH18 at 8pm Tuesday 2 May 2017

Murrays Bay to SH18 at 8pm Tuesday 2 May 2017
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Rothesay Bay to SH18 at 8pmTuesday 2 May 2017

Castor Bay to SH18 at 8pm Tuesday 2 May 2017
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Mairangi Bay to SH18 at 8pm Tuesday 2nd May 2018
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Maps showing routes from Southern Suburbs to SH1 North taking traffic through Unsworth Heights:

Target Road, Wairau Valley to SH1 North 12 noon Fri 12 May 2017

Sunnynook Road to SH1 North 12: noon Fri 12 May 2017
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Glenfield Road (south of Wairau Rd) to SH1 North 12:30pm Fri 12 May 2017
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Plans showing possible routes of a Southern SUP – South is at top.

Caribbean Drive Section Showing Southern SUP from new Paul Matthews Bridge
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Alexander Stream Section Showing Southern SUP and possible bridge to Unsworth Heights
Note: playground is part of the reserve, not private property as indicated by the NZTA .
NZTA’s Road overlay is placed approximately 3 metres further south than the lanes actual position,
making it appear there is less room to the south for an SUP than actually exist.

Albany Highway End showing Southern SUP. Note: Cell Phone Tower on NZTA’s Northern SUP Route

